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SEARS. ROEBUCK & CO. 

OwpuL ItiDIeMTIOA a Bskv16s =ma 

MODELS 6403,6404,6406,6408,6492,6496 CHASSIS 101.586 (A.B,C,D,E)3101.566-1, 
101.566-2,-2A,-2B,-2C,-20,-2:::. --ONLY-. 

ADDITrog re, SOPPIx I.aTgIOAA,-:o,-errá) 
Suffix letter. have been added to the oha5.ie identification number when the channle time 

been need in the various different oabineta. 

ADDITION Of SUFFIX NUMBERS -1 AND -a TO CHASSIS IDENTIFICATION NURSER: 

In order to broaden the eeleotivlty somewhat teasels identified with the addition of 
suffix number, -1, have had the connection. of the let I.F. Transformer reversed eo that the 
blue wire goes to Be and the red wire to the 12ABGT plate. Some of theeesets aleo have a 
2211 oho resistor in place of the 47M ohm resistor, R3. 

Chasele identified by the addition of suffix number, -a, have a different let I.F. Trene- 
former, part number 10133421701, and a different and I.P. Transformer, part number 1013342185, 
giving a etili greater decreeee in selectivity. The value of R2 in these chassis is 32M ohm.. 

DIAL LICHT REPLACEMENT, 

The dial light one be replaced without removing the ohasele from the cabinet by re or - 

leg the center tube making it poeeible to pall the dial light socket off of lie bracket.m 

.MODELS 6407.6408.6409 CHASSIS 101.567 (.'A, -B), 101.567 -1,( -1A, -1B), 101.567-2 

(-2A.-28) --ONLY-. 

9017/44 A 5OFfX L67T131B: 

Ohae.in identified by 101.567 are need in Catalog number 6407, blank cabinet. Baffle 
letter -A hag been added eben the staeals is used in Catalog mmeber 6408, ivory cabinet. 
Suffix letter -Be Le added when the Mea.ei. is used in Catalog number. 6409, walnut cabinet. 

DIAL LIMIT REPLAOA45r: 

The dial light .octet le etttehedto.a bliebst et the rear ofthe ohasris, held witha single 

PUSH BUTTON TUNING: 

Ranh button i set up by loosening the sore. (under the o¢1 letter tab), tuning in the 
station, depresning the button and then tightening the sore.. 

NC C:;:- THi: POLIA7lING IHFOR1tATI0N APPLIES TO ALL CHASSIS AND MODELS LISTED 

ABOVE UNDER MODELS 6403.ete. AND MODELS 6407, ate. 

TEL LOOP IdITBBIA: 

The loop antenna is directional so that reception may be improved or interference lessen- 
ed by turning the set to a particular position. In locations .here the signal strength le 
too low to give satisfactory reception from the loop antenna, an outside antenna may be oon- 
eoted to the Fahnetoek clip at the end of the lead at the rear of the receiver. NO attempt 

thou be made to AA! a ¡[found connection. 

REMOVING THE CHASSIS F1U11 THE CABINET: 

In addition to the two norewe that hold the beck of the cheesier there la also a torso 
that holds the speaker tease to -the dablent. 
THE HEATER CIRCUIT: 

The heaters of all of the tubes are connected in series. Accordingly, if any one tube 
burne out, the other. will not light. It is necessary to replace only the burnt out tube; 
the other. then .ill light. The burnt out tube can be located through the fact that the Dell 

line voltage will appear across its heater prongs. 

POSITION OF POWER CORD P1.09: 

On AC, the power cord plug should be tried in both its possible positions in the recep- 
tacle and left in the position that ghee least hum. On DC, the receiver will work at only 
one position of the plug in its receptacle. 
COIL REPLACEMENT, 

No 
be replacedregard inndividually; however,eo odree muslora 

of t 
paint 

replaced in l paire d 

Coil. 
to secure 

matching and are furnished in paire for sere-lee. To replace a coil, out away the 
ant from the 0011 and remove the ooll. Insert the new coil in the bracket and 

position it so that, when the tuning knob le turned to its low frequency limit the 
core will extend exactly 1/18 beyond the end of the coil winding. A gauge, eaelly 
made of a piece of wire ne illustrated, should be used for determining this dimeneion. 
Similarly, 

ntl7 1/16 o 
replacing lap of they corethe beyond the 

positions 
ofmet thewoeilwwindingted 

to 
wwith 

that 
thethere un- 

irlgwknob et the low frequency limit. This 1e true for both oscillator and translator 
oores and colle. New toils can be Demented to the bracket with Major's, Du Pont, or 
equivalent cement. 

ELIMINATING HUM 10091AT1ON WHEY( O8ING AN AITEN1AL MEDIA: 

Setor, 
whom by 
connected from thereic 

and 
e 

xternalbattennaOotion of Parta 
llpte ohasels. dl This reeleter, 

there ls a ents hoes re- 
prevents horn mro- 

lation when t._.11_tig an external matrons. If such hum 1e experienced, examine the chassis to 
tine If a resletor ime been ISIórporated. (The resistor i mounted alongelde of the loop 
antenna connection board as shown in the Location of Part. diagram. It was not incorporated 
in early production.) If necessary, addition of the resistor will eliminate the complaint. 

£1401111Á0T PROCEDURE 

PRELIMINARY' 

Output meter coon ne tlon Morose loud speaker vole coil 
Out'.?t eater to indicate 50 eilllcstte . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.36 volt 
Dummy antenne value to be In eerie. with generator output . . . . . . See chart below 
Connection et generator ground lead To external ground 
Poeition of Volume Control . . . . . 

POSITION OF OLNERATOR 
DIAL POINTER tREQUIYCY 

550 ke 
540 to 

T00 kc two note 
900 to Bee note 

455 Ire 
540 to 

A 700 kt 
BE« to 

DUMMY 

ANTENNA 

.1 mfd. 

.0002 mfd. 
.0002 M. 

.0002 ofd. 

. . . . . . . - Fully on 
TRIMMERS 
ADJUSTED 

GERERATOR (IN ORDER TRIMMER 
CONNECTION SEWN) FUNCTION 

13A1337'Orid 
Amt. Clip 
Ant. Clip 
Mt. Clip 

Ta3.e 
Omoiti:tor 

Cae Translator 
Carr Translator 

jlpçRTfi¡T ALIONIENT NOTE. 

N0T3 At- Applies only to MODELS 6403,eto an listed above. 
NOTE Bt- Applieo only to MODELS 6407, eto as listed above. 

Adjustment eoeeasible through Tolee in butte of cabinet with ehasaie in cabinet. 

The alignment procedure should be repeated stage by stage, in the original order, for 
greatest accuracy. Always keep the output from the tact oscillator at its insect poadble 
value to make the AVO notion of the receiver ineffeolive. 

General Information end Service Hints 

MODEL 72.50 CHASSIS 126.208 

Eliminating Whistle at 910 KCt 
A whiede due to a bear between the second harmonic (910 

kc) of the 455 kc LP, and a 910 kc .gnal may be pen. 
enced. In toolion, where the 910 kc nation is one that is 

frequently listened to, it will be desirable to shift the whistle 
to mime other point where it wll not be objectionable. Tbla 
can be done by shifting tie IP frequency of the receiver. 

Determine at what point between 880 and 940 kc the 
while will be least objectionable. Dividing this frequency 
by two will give the new PP frequency to which the receiver 
should be aligned. For example, if it ù determined that a 

whistle at 930 kc would not be objectionable, the I -F should 
be reahgned at 930/1 or 465 kn. Try to selecr the nevi LP 
frequency se dose se possible to 455 kc. 

An interfering whiede may also be caused by two station, 
having a frequency difference equal to the PP frequency 
(455 kc) of the receiver. This will be evidenced by a hind 
appearing when the receiver is Word to either of the Mahone 
It may be further localized by tuning the receiver to each of 
these matrons and then stopping the mediator, in each case. 
by grounding the oscillator sate section of the variable tun. 
ing condenser C32 (nest section> to chassis. If the chiede, 
in each case, still peco as, it is being caused by the beat be. 
tween there two canons and may be corrected by shifting the 
l.P frequency of the receiver to a frequency other than the 
difference frequency of the two local or strong signala (sta- 
tion.). 

The PP amplifier should not be shifted to a frequency 
higher than 470 kc, nor lower than 440 IN, but should be 
as dose to 455 kc as possible. 

Align the PP at the new frequency and then realign the 
rest of the receiver as demnibed under "ALIGNMENT 
PROCEDURE. 

Loudspeaker: 
Centering of the loudspeaker voiceco8 is done in the usual 

with three, narrow -paper o celluloid feelers after 
first 
manner 

t removing the frontdustcover by gently cutting it away. 
A dust cover should be cemented back in place upon tom 
pletion of the adjustment. 

Unpacking and Amiably, 
Remove the ape which holds the pickup on the pickup 

rest during shipment.- The knobs and turntable parte will be 
found in a separate package. Assemble the washer, rubber 
spindle cap. and turntable on the spindle as shown in the 
diagram. The projections on the washer should fit over the 
pin in the spindle, and the rubber cap should he pushed 
down against the washer. 

Motor Lubrication: 
The phonograph motor h:old be oiled rationally by 

lifting off the turntable and applying a (RV drop. of light 
machine oil to the spindle. 

Before ordering pert far Dial Drive System, died these drewi,ge 

1014 518 47 7 1015441571 

10154 402436 

MODEL 6447 CHASSIS 101.590,-1,-2,-3. 
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